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Abst ract - -So lu t ions  to the initial-boundary value problem for the nonlinear Kirchhoff equation 
are considered. Conditions on the initial data and nonlinear term are given so that the solutions to 
the problem under consideration do not exist for all t > 0. An estimate of the t-interval of existence 
of the solutions is obtained. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f~ C R n be a bounded domain with boundary  Oft and ft -- f~ U 0f~. It  is assumed that  the 
divergence theorem can be appl ied on f~. Let 
Lq(f~) = u: [[UHq,~ = lu(x)l q dx < +cx~ . 
Denote by ~ the complex conjugate of u. 
We consider the in i t ia l -boundary value problem ( IBVP) for the nonl inear Kirchhoff equat ion 
u.-~(tlvull~,.)~u=lulp-lu, t>o, xe~,  (1) 
u(O, x) = u0(x), z e ~, (2) 
~t(o, ~) = ul(~), x • a, (3) 
~(t, z)[~o~ = 0, t > o, (4) 
where p > 1 is a constant,  ~: R+ ~ R+, R+ = [0, +o0), uo, ul :  ~t ~ C are given functions. 
In the case n = 1, ~(s)  = a + bs, a, b > O, the equation 
was introduced by Kirchhoff in [1]. He proposed it to describe the transversal  osci l lat ions of a 
stretched string. 
The authors express their thanks to D. K. Palagachev for the useful discussions. 
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There is an increasing interest in the investigations of the Kirchhoff equation in the recent 
years. Many authors tudied the local and the global solvability of the Cauchy problem for this 
equation I2-I0]. 
In the present paper, we investigate the blowing up of the solutions of the initial-boundary 
value problem for the nonlinear Kirchhoff equation. We note that the blowing up of solutions of 
nonlinear partial differential equations is an object of a long-standing interest, begun with the 
pioneer paper of Fujita [11]. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let the following conditions hold: 
1. u is a suitably smooth classical solution of the IBVP (1)-(4). 
2. ~o E C(R+, R+) and inCh(s) >_ s~o(s), Vs >_ O, where ~(s) = fo ~o(k) dk, m >_ 1. 
3. Re f~ uo~ dx > O. 
4. E(0) = flu, fl~,n + ~(I]Wol l i ,~) - (2/(p + 1) ) l luo l l~,~ < 0. 
5. p> 2m-1 .  
Then the maximal time interval of existence [0, Tmax) of u can be estimated above by 
C1 4mE(0)~+ 4C (p+3)/2 -1/2 Tmax ~ To = ~o Ig ~ - d~ < +oo, 
where 
C1= 2Re uoE;dx ÷4mE(O) l luo l l2 ,a - - - [ [  oll2,a, 
p÷3 
C=2 p ÷ l -2m {" 1 ,~(p-1)/2 
and if Tmax = To, then 
lim II~(t)ll~,n = +o0 




lira (To - t)Ilu(t)ll~P~ 1)/2 < V/p 
÷ 3 
t-~To --p--I C 
PROOF. We multiply both sides of equation (I) by ~, take the real parts of both sides, and 
integrating, we obtain 
1 d 2 
2 dt ~ (lluIlg,~) - llutllg,~ + ~(IIWlI~,,)IIWlIg,, = u ~+~ p+l ,~ (5) 
On the other hand, if we multiply both sides of (1) by ~-¥, take the real parts of both sides and 
integrating, we get the energy identity 
Ilu, 2 - -~  Ilull~+],r, -= E(0) .  (6) Ih,~ + ¢' (ltWll~,r~) p 
Thus from (5), (6) and Condition 2 of the theorem, we conclude 
1 d 2 u P+~ . 2 2m u P+' 
2 dt 2 ([]ul122'n) -> ]]utli22'a + p+l,a + m IIutil2,a - p - -~  p+l,fl - mE(O) 
p -I- 1 - 2m ,+1 
> -mE(O) ÷ "Y-7"~" liUl]p+~,a 
~-r '~ 
p÷l -2m ( 1 ,~(~-t)/2 u P+' 
> -mE(O) + : p-~'l" \ ~ /  2,a, 
where we have used the HSlder inequality in the last step. 
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Denote X(t) = Ilu(t, ")ll~,n. Then we have the inequality 
d2X > -2mE(0) + CX (p+1)/2, 
dt 2 - 
x(0)  = II~ll~,n, (7) 
X'(0) = 2 Re fn uo~dx. 
It is easy to prove that X'(t) > 0 wherever X(t) exists. If this conclusion is false, then the set 
Q = {t : X'(t) <_ O} is nonempty and let to = infQ. Integrating, we obtain 
ff 0 = X'  (to) >_ X'(0) - 2mE(O)to + C X(p+I)/2(r) dr > 0, 
which is a contradiction. We multiply both sides of (7t) by X'(t) and integrating twice, we 
conclude that 
fll °° [C1-4mE(O)~+ 4C ~(p+3)/2] -1/2 
Tmax <_ To = uoll],n P + 3 J d~ < +oo. 
If Tmax = TO, then limt_.T ° Ilu(t)H2,n = +oo, and from (7) we have 
I 1 /2  /?[ To - t < Ct - 4mE(0)( + ~(p+3)/2] 4C - (t) p + 3 J dg 
~/~. + 3 4 1 
<- V 4c  p - 1 [x(t)](n-1)/4' t • [To - e, To), 
where e > 0 is sufficiently small. Thus we obtain that 
t--Tolim (To - t)Jlu(t)l[~,~ 1)/2 <_ p-12 ?+C 3 II 
REMARK 1. In the case when ~o(s) = 1 + s, we have m = 2 and p > 3. 
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